Globalization and Diversification
of Islamic Movements:
Three Turkish Cases

AHMET T. KURU
In the aftermath of the September 11 events, debates raged about
the tension between the West and the Muslim world, and between globalization
and Islamic movements. Some authors were reminded of the “clash of civilization” thesis arguing an essential cultural incompatibility between the West and
the Muslim world.1 Others pointed to an antagonistic relationship between
globalization, originating from and arguably controlled by the West, and Islamic movements, which resist this process. The World Trade Center was targeted because it symbolized globalization.2 According to this perspective, what
we are seeing is a tension between Jihad and McWorld.3
Although these arguments are exaggerations, they are not baseless speculation.4 There are Islamic movements that oppose globalization in order to preserve their identities and ways of life. These movements see globalization as a
new phase of Western colonialism. Therefore, their resistance to globalization
1
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coincides with their anti-Western mentality. They blame the West for the moral
bankruptcy and other problems of the world. They also claim that democracy
is anti-Islamic because it replaces God’s sovereignty with that of the people.5
Yet, analysis of the Turkish Islamic movements indicates that Islamic movements do not have a homogenous attitude toward globalization. Some of them,
for example, the Gülen movement, have supported globalization, whereas others,
for example, the early Milli Görüş (National Outlook) and the Haydar Baş
movements, have opposed it. The attitudes of these movements toward globalization are not only diverse but also changeable. The followers of the Milli
Görüş movement, for instance, have adopted varying views on this issue, as I
will explain later.
I selected the cases of the Gülen and the Milli Görüş movements because
they have been the two most influential Islamic movements in Turkey. The Haydar Baş movement is marginal in comparison to these two. Yet, it is an important example of an antiglobalization Islamic movement. It is also an interesting
case for examining the new anti-European Union (EU) coalition in Turkey that
includes groups from Islamic, secular, nationalist, and leftist backgrounds.
Why do certain Islamic movements support globalization and others oppose
it? I argue that the attitudes toward globalization and the West of the Turkish
Islamic movements are contingent on two variables—opportunity structures and
the normative frameworks of movements. The hypotheses that I will test are:
first, the more an Islamic movement benefits from international opportunity
structures shaped by globalization, the more it becomes pro-globalization; and
second, the more the normative framework of an Islamic movement is tolerant
and open to cross-cultural interactions, the more it becomes pro-globalization.
I will test these two hypotheses on five cases: the Gülen movement, the Haydar
Baş movement, the early Milli Görüş movement, the elders of the late Milli
Görüş movement, and the young generation of the late Milli Görüş movement.
The fact that these movements are operating in the same country, Turkey,
helps to control many domestic variables. That does not mean that this is a single-case study. My unit of analysis is a movement, not a country. Variation of
social movements may be analyzed not only through cross-country analysis but
also through cross-movement and cross-time comparisons.6 This essay performs
cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses by comparing social movements and
5
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of modernity as jahiliyya, a kind of global pathology.” Roxanne L. Euben, “Mapping Modernities,
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6
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their transformations since the 1990s. The cross-movement analysis of the paper explains the diversity of Islamic movements, and its cross-time examination, based on the method of process tracing,7 explains their changes.
Are the results of this analysis generalizable or bounded by Turkey’s
“unique” conditions? If all Islamic movements in Turkey had a homogenous
and positive attitude toward globalization, one might claim that these movements were shaped by Turkey’s peculiar conditions, such as its geographical
proximity to the West, historical experience as a noncolonized country, or secular and democratic regime. However, the three factors—geography, history,
and regime—have existed for decades and have been experienced by all movements. Therefore, these factors can explain neither the transformations of
Turkish Islamic movements since the 1990s nor the diversity among them. Instead, these movements are shaped by some generalizable factors, such as opportunity structures and the normative frameworks of movements, which affect
other Islamic movements as well. Therefore, the theoretical perspective of this
paper can be used to examine Islamic movements in other countries.
The movements examined here are social movements that are nonstate,
nonprofit, nonviolent, and voluntary. They are also Islamic, because Islam constitutes their ideational framework and basis of solidarity.8 Islamic movements
have been analyzed by different approaches. “Essentialism” generally focuses
on the alleged uniqueness, exceptionalism, or unity of the Muslim world.9 Therefore, it examines Islamic movements through the so-called religious and cultural peculiarities. Criticism of the essentialist approach has recently become
widespread.10 The anti-essentialists, or one may call them “contextualists,” have
shown that Islamic phenomena are more complex than the essentialists assume.
They have demonstrated the contextual change and diversity in the Muslim
world as they relate to modernity,11 liberalism,12 and democracy.13 The main
7
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weakness of many contextualist works, however, is their lack of causal explanation. They generally try to understand Islamic movements through an interpretivist methodology, rather than to explain the causes of their transformation.
This paper, with very few others,14 makes a contribution to the contextualist
approach by applying the social movement literature to the analysis of Islamic
movements. Additionally, it analyzes an issue neglected by contextualists—the
relationship between Islamic movements and globalization.
This paper also makes two contributions to the literature on social movements. First, it fills the gap in the social movements literature mentioned by
Doug McAdam: “Movements scholars have, to date, grossly undervalued the
impact of global political and economic process in structuring the domestic possibilities for successful collective action.”15 To date, very few works have been
published on this issue.16 The present paper contributes to the literature by explaining the impact of globalization on both international and domestic opportunity structures and the influence of these structures on social movements.
Second, discussion of resource mobilization theory and the political process
model dominated social movement literature until the late 1990s. Recently, a
group of scholars has attempted to construct a “synthetic” approach, which includes different allegedly dichotomous factors.17 This essay contributes to this
synthesizing approach by analyzing both structural and agency-based factors.
It analyzes the interaction between opportunity structures and the normative
frameworks of movements, and the impact of this interaction on the movements’ attitudes.
Scholars of political science generally avoid analyzing ideas as explanatory
variables because of the risk of tautological explanations. By using normative
14
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frameworks as an explanatory variable, I do not mean that a movement constructs a pro-globalization discourse if it has a pro-globalization normative
framework, which is apparently a tautology. I use the movements’ normative
frameworks (Risale-i Nur for the Gülen movement, political Islamism and conservative democracy for the groups in the Milli Görüş movement, and religionationalism for the Haydar Baş movement) as sets of general norms and values
that do not determine, but, rather, affect the movements’ attitudes on specific
subjects, such as globalization.
In this regard, having a tolerant normative framework and being pro-globalization are different but closely related conditions. An Islamic movement
may be defined as tolerant if it is open to inter-faith dialogue and respectful of
cultural diversity. We can categorize an Islamic movement, on the other hand,
as pro-globalization if it takes a position for increasing the transnational flow
of people, goods, and ideas around the globe, rather than for cultural fragmentation and the ghettoization of the world. In the Turkish context, one of the
best concrete signs of being pro-globalization is support for the country’s integration into the EU.
In sum, having a tolerant normative framework is generally a necessary but
not sufficient condition for an Islamic movement to be pro-globalization. In the
case of the Gülen movement, for example, we will see that before its interaction
with international opportunity structures, the movement remained indifferent
toward globalization despite the fact that it has always had a tolerant normative
framework. That is why I attach importance to both normative frameworks and
international opportunity structures as two interconnected factors that shape
Islamic movements’ attitude toward globalization. In the first two sections of
the paper, I will explain the interaction between globalization and opportunity
structures in general, as well as in Turkey. Then, I will test the two hypotheses
through the analyses of the cases.

Globalization and Opportunity Structures
Globalization has a plethora of definitions. In this paper, I use this term as the
intensification of worldwide political, economic, and sociocultural relations.18
Globalization, therefore, implies the increasing flow of money, goods, services,
ideas, and people across national borders. Globalization has two main pillars.
The first is global capitalism, which depends on the increase of cross-border,
open-border, and trans-border economic relations.19 The other is the development and spread of communications technologies, which shrink the world.20
18
Anthony Giddens, The Consequences of Modernity (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press,
1990), 64. See also John Baylis and Steve Smith, eds., The Globalization of World Politics (New York:
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Globalization has had an impact on both domestic and international opportunity structures that affect social movements. To understand the impact of
globalization on opportunity structures, we need to disaggregate the alleged
dichotomy between globalization and the nation-state. The relationship between globalization and the nation-state is not a zero-sum game. Globalization
empowers the free market system at the expense of the statist regimes. Nevertheless, by no means does it eliminate the role of states in the international economic system.21 Although globalization weakens the importance of state
boundaries, states respond to this challenge by producing new forms of legality.
States also remain crucial to guaranteeing a globalized legal order.22
Globalization challenges a specific type of state, one that aims to homogenize its citizens through sociocultural policies. It weakens state monopolies in
different areas (that is, the economy, the media, and education) through a free
market system and the spread of communications technologies.23 Globalization
weakens state capacity to use “social engineering” as a tool to shape society.24
A state may try to limit the influence of globalization in order to preserve its
sociocultural monopoly. That process can be “deeply anti-democratic” because
it requires “an inevitable extension of the powers of the state” to suppress both
the global flows and the freedom of its citizens.25
In this paper, I analyze two types of opportunity structures—domestic and
international—which are both influenced by globalization. Domestic opportunity structures mean emerging opportunities for social movements to set up
economic, media, and educational institutions as a result of the weakening of
state monopolies in these three domains. By international opportunity structures, I imply three things: first, international opportunities, which emerged as
a result of the decline of state monopolies in several countries, and which facilitate the institutional diffusion of transnational social movements; second, transborder networks and resources, which support social movements ideationally
and materially; and third, international institutions and norms, which support
social movements repressed by their own states. There is a strong interaction
between domestic opportunity structures and these three types of international opportunities.
21
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World Politics 50 (October 1997): 62–87.
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New Claims,” Public Culture 8 (Winter 1996): 213.
23
Annabelle Sreberny-Mohammadi, “Introduction” in Sandra Braman and Annabelle SrebernyMohammadi, eds., Globalization, Communication and Transnational Civil Society (Cresskill, NJ:
Hampton Press, 1996), 1–19.
24
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Globalization, the State, and Domestic
Opportunity Structures in Turkey
Globalization has had an eminent impact on domestic opportunity structures in
Turkey, particularly since the premiership and then presidency of Turgut Özal
(1983–1993).26 Before the Özal period, there was a substantial state monopoly
on economic and even sociocultural life. The state was using import-substituting industrialization and controlling the market. There was a monopoly of the
one-channel public television, the public radio station, and public universities.
Özal led policies on economic liberalization and the development of communications technologies. The economic structure changed from an import substitution-based statist economy to an export-led liberal economy. The state control
over foreign currency exchange was abolished and the Turkish lira became convertible. Along the same lines, the Turkish stock exchange was constituted in
Istanbul. State-owned enterprises became increasingly privatized, and private
education began to spread. Economic liberalization was strongly related to the
transfer of communications technologies. In the early 1990s, the state monopoly on television and radio stations was ended. Subsequently, the number of
private radio stations blossomed. The number of national television channels
has increased to about twenty. Recently, the use of cellular phones, fax machines, and computers has increased, as has the use of the Internet. The spread
of communications technologies facilitated the emergence of heterogeneous
identities and cultural diversity beyond the control of the state.27
Economic liberalization and new communications technologies provided
Islamic movements the opportunity to set up their own economic, media, and
educational institutions.28 After the decline of state monopoly in these three
domains, Islamic movements became more visible in the public sphere.29 Economic liberalization facilitated the emergence of a new pro-Islamic bourgeoisie, the so-called Anatolian Tigers. They founded business associations (for example, MÜSİAD) as alternatives to TÜSİAD, which represents the high
bourgeoisie. Moreover, the Islamic movements have developed several media
networks, including television channels, radio stations, and publications. The
spread of communications technologies created new public arenas for formerly
marginalized people. In fact, the Muslim public is the “best organized of the
26

For Özal’s presidency, see Metin Heper and Menderes Çınar, “Parliamentary Government with
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Challenge?],” Zaman, 24 July 2001; “Küreselleşme İslamı Tehdit Ediyor mu? [Does Globalization
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new publics” in Turkey.30 In sum, the interaction between globalization and the
state has shaped domestic opportunity structures in Turkey, which has helped
Islamic movements to constitute their own institutions.
In the early 1990s, Özal was leading liberal state policies aimed at engaging
globalization. In the late 1990s, however, the Turkish establishment noticed a
trade-off between the benefits of the engagement with globalization for the
country on the one hand, and the rise of the Islamic movements at the expense
of the statist regime on the other. The establishment was alerted by the rise of
the Islamic movements and tended to adopt repressive state policies.31 In the
Milli Guvenlik Kurulu (National Security Council) (MGK) summit of 28 February 1997, the military directly intervened in politics in what has been described as a “soft” coup d’état.32 This summit dictated eighteen demands that
the government of pro-Islamist Prime Minister Necmettin Erbakan oppress the
Islamic movements. The military gained support from other parts of the establishment,33 such as the media, the judiciary, and the high bourgeoisie. The soft
coup d’état claimed to be protecting laiklik (secularism).34 As a part of this new
process, religious education was restricted, and veiling in schools was strictly
banned.35 The military removed its allegedly Islamist officers. Pro-Islamic corporations and banks faced official discrimination and were forced to stop their
financial support of Islamic movements. The change of state policies from liberal to repressive with the February 28 coup changed the opportunity structures
and created new domestic constraints for Islamic movements. It also created
new incentives for these movements to search for alternative international opportunities.
Although all Turkish Islamic movements have experienced a relatively homogenous domestic opportunity structure, they have developed very heterogeneous attitudes toward globalization. Therefore, we need to analyze some variables other than the domestic opportunity structure, such as international
opportunity structures and the normative frameworks of movements, to explain this diversification.
30
Jenny B. White, “Amplifying Trust: Community and Communication in Turkey” in Dale F. Eickelman and John W. Anderson, eds., New Media in the Muslim World: The Emerging Public Sphere
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1999), 177.
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The Gülen Movement
The Gülen movement developed a pro-globalization view in the 1990s. If my
two hypotheses are correct, this movement should first, have benefited from
international opportunity structures shaped by globalization, and second, have
had a tolerant normative framework open to cross-cultural interactions.
The Gülen movement emerged in the late 1960s as a local group around
İzmir. In the mid-1980s, it began to open educational institutions and spread
to other parts of Turkey. As it spread geographically, it transformed from a
local group into a nationwide social movement. Ties became more impersonal,
and abstract principles prevailed instead of communitarian customs. In the
1990s, the Gülen movement experienced its second transformation. It changed
from a national social movement into a transnational one by opening institutions internationally and gathering sympathizers from several nationalities.36
Throughout the 1990s, the Gülen movement benefited from the international opportunity structures shaped by globalization in three main ways. First,
globalization has weakened the state monopoly on sociocultural and economic
life in many countries. This has allowed the institutional diffusion of the Gülen
movement in more than fifty countries. Second, the movement has taken advantage of the conceptual and legal framework of transnational movements
and nongovernmental organizations. It has primarily benefited from the transnational Turkish diaspora, in addition to its sympathizers from different nationalities. Finally, it has employed international opportunities to balance the repression of the Turkish state. The initiator of the movement, Fethullah Gülen,
has lived in the United States since 1999 because of the repressive political atmosphere of Turkey, in addition to some personal health problems.
Particularly after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Gülen movement
opened institutions in the former communist countries. Later on, it extended its
education, media, and business networks to more than fifty countries. The movement has been active in a wide geographic area, from North America to East
Asia. Currently, private companies and foundations affiliated with the Gülen
movement operate hundreds of dormitories, preparatory schools, and high
schools, in addition to six universities in Turkey and abroad.37 They also operate
a media network, including Samanyolu, a television channel with a global satellite outreach; several local and national radio stations; Zaman, a newspaper
published in twelve different countries; Aksiyon, a news magazine; The Fountain, an international magazine in English; and about ten other magazines, which
cover issues ranging from ecology, literature, and theology to popular science.
36
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37
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Do the opportunity structures have an independent impact on the Gülen
movement’s international expansion? We can answer this by analyzing the
cases of failure for the movement’s spread. The movement’s schools and media
outlets were officially closed in two countries—Uzbekistan and Afghanistan.
In the early 1990s, opportunity structures helped the movement to open institutions in these countries. However, the emergence of authoritarianism in Uzbekistan and the Taliban rule in Afghanistan withered the opportunities for the
movement, particularly through the state monopolies in education and the media. These two regimes resisted the impact of globalization and did not respect
the legitimacy of international nongovernmental organizations. In sum, the end
of the opportunity structures in these two countries meant the official closure
of the Gülen movement’s schools and media outlets.
Two resources have helped the Gülen movement to benefit from international opportunity structures. First, the movement has been very successful in
English instruction, which has been in high demand in many countries, for example, the former Soviet republics.38 The students of the movement’s schools
have won several medals in the International Scientific Olympics, in addition
to achieving the top scores in nationwide university entrance examinations in
Turkey. The movement has reproduced this success in many other countries.
The second resource of the movement is that it has created a synergy based on
cooperation between educators and businesspeople. The sympathizers of the
Gülen movement have been powerful enough to establish an interest-free bank
and insurance company. Without the financial donations of business, the movement’s schools could not afford to operate.
The second variable that shapes the attitudes of Islamic movements toward
globalization is their normative frameworks. The Gülen movement has had a
tolerant normative framework that has been open to cross-cultural interactions. This has affected the movement’s pro-globalization stand. Gülen’s thinking has been very much influenced by the writings of Bediüzzaman Said Nursi
(1876–1960).39 Nursi’s Risale-i Nur, a collection of approximately 120 pamphlets, is an interpretation of the Qur’an and is widely read among the Gülen
movement’s sympathizers. Nursi opposed violence and the politization of Islam.40 He encouraged interfaith dialogue and appreciated globalization as early
as the 1910s: “The world became a single city with the improvement of the
transportation facilities. Communication facilities, such as print and the telegraph, also made the world population into a population of a single place.”41
38
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39
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Said Nursi (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 2003).
40
Bediüzzaman Said Nursi, “Mektubat [The Letters]” in Risale-i Nur Külliyatı [The Epistles of
Light] (İstanbul: Nesil Yayııcılık, 1996), 366–368.
41
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In the late Ottoman era, Nursi defended the idea that Christians could hold
administrative positions in the Empire.42 He specifically encouraged Muslim–
Christian cooperation in the struggle against materialism and atheism. During
the Second World War, he was concerned about the non-Muslim war victims
in Europe and held that the non-Muslim children became martyrs and the innocent adults might have gained salvation.43 Because of Nursi’s influence, the Gülen movement has always respected human dignity, and it has never regarded
Christians and Jews as the “enemy.” When the movement began to construct
its positive discourse on globalization and the West, Nursi’s influence became
more visible.
Until the 1990s, the Gülen movement had focused on the spread of religious
messages and had been isolated from political life. For that reason, it did not
have a definitive view of globalization. In the 1990s, it became visible in the
public sphere in Turkey44 and opened institutions abroad with the help of international opportunity structures. In this period, the movement developed a positive attitude toward globalization, with an emphasis on religious tolerance, interfaith dialogue, and democracy.45 In 1994, the movement founded the Foundation
of Journalists and Writers (FJW) to organize public meetings aimed at promoting tolerance and dialogue. These two concepts became the mottos of the
movement, which has interacted with different cultures and governments all
around the world, and has, therefore, needed a language of engagement.46 The
FJW’s meetings have regularly brought together academics, intellectuals, and
religious leaders. In 1997, the FJW organized the Inter-Civilization Dialogue
Congress as a reaction to the “clash of civilizations” thesis. In 1998, the FJW
initiated the Eurasian Meetings that have annually brought together intellectuals from several Eurasian countries. In 2000, the FJW coordinated the meeting
of the representatives of the three “Abrahamic” religions in Turkey.
The FJW has also organized the annual Abant Workshops, which have involved approximately fifty Turkish intellectuals from different ideological
backgrounds. The first workshop, held in 1988, primarily discussed Islam and
secularism. Its press declaration stressed that God’s ontological sovereignty is
42
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compatible with the political sovereignty of the people.47 The second workshop
examined the relationships among religion, state, and society.48 The third meeting was devoted to democracy and the rule of law. Its final declaration stressed
that Islam was not a barrier to democracy.49 The fourth workshop explored the
issue of pluralism, and the fifth discussed globalization.
Since the mid-1990s, Gülen has made positive statements about globalization. He has argued that the globalization process might become an opportunity
for Muslims if they would proactively contribute to this process. In his own
words: “Modern means of communication and transportation have transformed the world into a large, global village. . . . This time is a period of interactive relations. Nations and peoples are more in need of and dependent on
each other, which causes closeness in mutual relations.”50 Gülen has also
claimed a relationship between globalization and democracy; as a result of
globalization, “the individual comes to the fore, making it inevitable that democratic governments that respect personal rights will replace oppressive regimes.”51 According to Gülen, there is a strong connection between globalization and the necessity of tolerance:
Although the world increasingly resembles a global village, different belief systems, races, and customs will continue to survive. Each individual is a unique being;
therefore it is a utopian idea to standardize people. The harmony and peace of the
global village are based on the recognition and respect of this diversity. . . . In other
words, it depends on a global tolerance and dialogue. Otherwise, the world will
result in its own end through fighting and wars.52

Following the 1990s, Gülen has primarily devoted his speeches, writings,
and media interviews to religious tolerance and interfaith dialogue. He has met
with religious leaders, including Pope John Paul II, the Panahriot Greek Patriarch Bartholomeos, and Israeli Sephardic Head Rabbi Eliyahu B. Doron.53 Gülen’s relations with Christians and Jews have been criticized by some Islamists.
The Ibda-C, the fundamentalist terrorist group, reportedly plotted assassination attempts against Gülen. In fact, Gülen is very critical of terrorism. He
strongly condemned the September 11 terrorist attacks against the United
States, where he has lived for six years. In his statement in the Washington Post,
47
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on 21 September 2001, Gülen emphasized, “Islam abhors such acts of terror.
A religion that professes, ‘He who unjustly kills one man kills the whole of humanity’ cannot condone senseless killing of thousands.”
Gülen has also frequently referred to democracy and the West in a positive
manner. In 1994, he made his first public speech on democracy, in which he
stressed that it was impossible to retreat from democracy in Turkey.54 Although
some Islamists strongly criticized this speech, Gülen has continued to emphasize the importance of democracy. By the same token, in an interview in 1995,
he opposed anti-Western feelings: “Anti-Westernism would force us out of civilization.”55 He also acknowledged that Muslims had many things to learn from
the West56 and stated that Turkey’s integration into the EU would not result
in cultural assimilation for Turkish society.57 In 2000, in a written response to
questions from the New York Times, Gülen referred to the Western democracies as a political model for Turkey: “Standards of justice and democracy [in
Turkey] must be elevated to the level of our contemporaries in the West.”58
Gülen sees democracy as a developing and irreversible process that has not
yet reached its final point. In his view, an ideal democracy should also take into
consideration human concerns, even about the hereafter.59 In his article published in SAIS Review in 2001, he argued that Islam and democracy are compatible. He also rejected the ideology of political Islamism: “Islam does not propose a certain unchangeable form of government or attempt to shape it. Instead,
Islam establishes fundamental principles that orient a government’s general
character, leaving it to the people to choose the type and form of government
according to time and circumstances.”60 According to Gülen, Islam does not
legitimize totalitarian regimes: “Islam considers a society to be composed of
conscious individuals equipped with free will.”61
In sum, the analysis of the Gülen movement supports my two hypotheses.
The movement has constructed a pro-globalization and pro-Western attitude
as a result of its interaction with international opportunity structures and its
tolerant normative framework. In the next section, I will test my hypotheses in
a different case and search for an answer to the following question: Why does
an Islamic movement become antiglobalization?
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The Haydar Baş Movement
The Haydar Baş movement developed an antiglobalization view in the 1990s.
According to my two hypotheses, this movement should first, have not benefited from international opportunity structures shaped by globalization, and
second, have had an intolerant normative framework, which has been closed
to cross-cultural interactions.
The Haydar Baş movement, which takes its name from its leader, emerged
as a branch of the Kadiri tarikat. In the 1990s, it opened institutions in different
parts of Turkey, involved itself in public affairs, and became a nationwide social
movement. Today, it is affiliated with two nationwide television channels (Mesaj
TV and Meltem TV), a newspaper (Yeni Mesaj), and magazines. The movement
has spread its religio-nationalist messages through its media network, and has
business investments and a limited number of schools.
The Haydar Baş movement does not have a significant number of institutions in foreign countries. Therefore, it has not benefited from the international
opportunities that have emerged as a result of the decline of state monopolies
or that exist as trans-border networks and resources. Why did the Haydar Baş
movement not open institutions in foreign countries as the Gülen movement
did? The answer is twofold. The first is based on the movement’s choice. The
Haydar Baş movement ignores emerging international opportunities because
of its religio-nationalist normative framework, which focuses on Turkey at the
expense of trans-border issues. This shows the direct interaction between a
movement’s normative framework and its engagement with international opportunity structures. The second is based on the movement’s resources. Unlike the Gülen movement, the Haydar Baş movement has had limited human,
financial, and institutional resources, which has made international diffusion
difficult.
Additionally, the Haydar Baş movement has not benefited from international opportunities to be saved from state repression. Whenever the movement has faced state repression, it has not referred to international norms and
has not applied to international institutions. Instead, it has chosen co-optation
by the state. It has frequently shown its conformity to the state in its media network.62 As a result, it has constructed a statist discourse that opposes globalization.
In terms of the second variable, the Haydar Baş movement has had an intolerant normative framework. The movement’s religio-nationalist normative
framework is built on an unfriendly view of other religions. It has regarded dialogue with Christians and Jews as a threat to Islamic identity. Haydar Baş, for
example, has argued that Christian missionaries constitute a severe threat by
seeking to convert Turks to Christianity. Because of this perceived threat, the Haydar Baş movement, unlike the Gülen movement, has avoided interaction with
non-Muslims. For that reason, the Haydar Baş movement has been very critical
of the Gülen movement’s activities involving interfaith dialogue. In 1998, Gü62
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len visited the Pope in the Vatican. The Haydar Baş movement strongly criticized this visit. Similarly, in 2000, the Gülen movement organized the meeting
of three Abrahamic religions in Urfa, Turkey. The Haydar Baş movement, again,
condemned this meeting. In sum, for the Haydar Baş movement, spreading
internationally has not been worth risking the loss of identity and solidarity.
Therefore, it has perceived globalization as a challenge, avoided international
integration, and aimed to preserve its identity through an antiglobalization
discourse.63
In 2001, the Haydar Baş movement founded a political party, the Bağımsız
Türkiye (Independent Turkey) Party (BTP) under the leadership of Haydar
Baş. The BTP received less than 1 percent of the votes in the 2002 national
elections. It has focused on the spread of the movement’s religio-nationalist
views. The BTP has been against globalization and has defined it as “a concept
created by industrialized states after the Second World War to exploit underdeveloped and developing countries’ natural resources.”64 It has also claimed
that EU membership would be a type of colonialization that would violate Turkey’s cultural, economic, and political independence.65
Haydar Baş has claimed that there are two totally contradictory civilizations, namely Western and Islamic. The former desires to oppress, to rule, and
to destroy, whereas the latter wishes to help, to develop, and to construct. For
him, the EU is a Christian club: “The EU put on the Euro the pictures of the
doors of two cathedrals, St. Pierre and Notre Dame. . . . The twelve stars on
the EU’s flag represent the twelve apostles of Jesus.”66 Haydar Baş has also
opposed globalization. In his own words:
Globalization is a concept originating from the West which has became a façade
to adamantly impose particular ideas on underdeveloped countries, such as the
claim that the borders are removed and nations are cooperating by ignoring their
economic, cultural, and civilizational differences. The Western countries which produced this concept, however, consolidate the Christian unity and raise walls against
other countries. That is a very normal situation, because globalization is constructed
to maintain the hegemony of Christian faith and civilization. In this regard, we have
to be cautious against the global exploitation and destruction of local cultures. We
need to take precautions to preserve our belief system, civilization, and solidarity.
The primary precaution is to follow policies that prioritize nationality.67
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The discussion on globalization among Islamic movements has strongly
related to contemporary politics in Turkey: “Turkish politics . . . will increasingly be organized along the lines of ‘globalisers’ and ‘antiglobalisers’ . . . as
opposed to cleavages based on the previous left-right or Islam-secularism
axes.”68 The statist part of the Turkish establishment opposes Turkey’s integration with the EU,69 since “membership of the EU would mean breaking down
the concept of the Devlet Baba (Father State), which holds that the state should
be served by the people, not the other way round.”70 In 2001, in a symposium
on the EU organized by the Turkish military academies, some generals resisted
Turkey’s EU membership, claiming that the EU was a “Christian club.”71 In
2002, the secretary general of the MGK, General Tuncer Kılınç, insisted that
Turkey should cooperate with Russia and Iran, instead of the EU.72 The Haydar
Baş movement has agreed with this statist perspective and has cooperated with
secular groups in opposing globalization and the EU.
Consequently, the Haydar Baş movement developed a negative attitude toward globalization because it has not benefited from international opportunities and has had an intolerant religio-nationalist normative framework. The
Haydar Baş movement has perceived globalization to be a challenge and has
resisted it to preserve its identity.
To this point, I have analyzed one clearly positive and one clearly negative
view of globalization. The following section will examine a more changing and
divided stand.

The Mı̇llı̇ Görüş Movement
The Milli Görüş movement had an antiglobalization and anti-Western attitude
until the late 1990s. Following the February 28 coup in 1997, the movement
found itself divided by the opposing views of the elders and the younger members. Ultimately, the younger generation left the movement completely. If my
two hypotheses are correct, the antiglobalization attitudes of the early Milli
Görüş movement and the elders of the late Milli Görüş movement should first,
have not benefited from international opportunity structures, and second, have
had intolerant normative frameworks. Yet the pro-globalization view of the
younger generation of the late Milli Görüş movement should have had the opposite features.
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The Milli Görüş movement was initiated by Erbakan. In 1970, Erbakan and
his followers founded the Milli Nizam (National Order) Party (MNP). The
party was disbanded following the military coup d’état in 1971. In 1972, the
former cadres of the MNP founded the Milli Selamet (National Salvation)
Party. That party also was disbanded, by the military coup d’état in 1980. These
parties were both accused of being antisecular. When its party was disbanded,
the movement founded a new one, rather than protesting radically against the
state. The movement has also had links with sociocultural institutions73 (for
example, the National Youth Foundation) and media outlets (for example,
Milli Gazete).
In 1983, the Milli Görüş movement founded the Refah (Welfare) Party
(RP). The RP gained influence in the 1990s in Turkish politics and was simultaneously strengthened by the nationwide rise of Islamic movements. It became
increasingly successful in national elections with the support of the new Anatolian bourgeoisie and pro-Islamic media networks. It won the mayors’ seats in
Turkey’s two largest cities, Istanbul and Ankara, in 1994. In the national parliamentary elections, the RP increased its share of the votes from 7.2 percent in
1987 to 21.4 percent in 1995 and became the leading party.74 Erbakan became
prime minister in 1996 in the RP-True Path Party (DYP) coalition.
Until the end of the 1990s, the Milli Görüş movement did not benefit from
international opportunities. It was a national movement that sought a top-down
transformation of society via politics, unlike the Gülen movement, which focused on a bottom-up transformation via education. The Milli Görüş movement was restricted by Turkey75 and did not attempt to spread out to other
countries by benefiting from international opportunities, nor did it see the international institutions and norms as an opportunity to be saved from state repression. Instead, it saw international institutions and norms as extensions of
the Western hegemony that collaborated with the repressive state.
In addition to the lack of international opportunities, the intolerant normative framework of the movement, political Islamism, was shaping the movement’s antiglobalization view. In the 1970s, the movement sought to lead the
country’s development of heavy industry.76 That discourse was consistent with
the personality of Erbakan, who was a professor of mechanical engineering and
worked on the Leopard tank project in Germany. In the 1980s and early 1990s,
the movement used a second discourse based on welfare policies, as empha73
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sized in the title of its party (Welfare Party). Yet, during both of these periods,
the Milli Görüş movement preserved the core of its normative framework—
political Islamism. Moreover, anti-Westernism was a sine qua non for the
movement.77
The RP, therefore, had a political Islamist and anti-Western agenda. It
opposed Turkey’s membership in the EU. The RP was planning to found an
Islamic Union and to create an Islamic currency. In late 1996 and early 1997,
Erbakan visited several Muslim countries as the prime minister, and tried to
organize an Islamic Union. He succeeded in creating an international cooperation organization among eight Muslim countries, referred to as the D-8 (Developing Eight). This became a topic of debate between the Gülen and the Milli
Görüş movements. Gülen defined D-8 as a vain project and a “very cheap message” to Erbakan’s constituency.78 Because of these types of disagreements, the
Gülen movement did not support the RP. It continued to pursue the principle
of political neutrality and to establish good relations with all political parties,
including the leftist ones.
The February 28 “soft” coup in 1997 ended the RP-DYP coalition and substantially impacted the Milli Görüş movement. Erbakan was forced to resign
in June, 1997.79 The RP was dissolved, and Erbakan was banned from politics
in 1998 by the Turkish Supreme Court. Shortly after that, the RP’s mayor of
Istanbul, Tayyip Erdoğan, was imprisoned for reciting a poem, and consequently banished from political life.
Following the February 28 coup, the Milli Görüş gradually divided into two
groups—the elders, led by Erbakan, and the younger generation, led by Erdoğan. Because of state repression, both of these groups tended to see international institutions and norms as opportunities for protection of their rights. Erbakan, for example, appealed to the European Court of Human Rights to
overturn the dissolution of the RP and his ban from politics by the Turkish Constitutional Court.
As the Milli Görüş movement attempted to benefit from international opportunity structures, the movement’s discourse toward globalization became increasingly positive. After the closure of the RP, RP’s parliamentarians founded
the Fazilet (Virtue) Party (FP). The FP became “one of the keenest on Turkish
membership of the EU,”80 mainly because it hoped that membership would end
the limitations on freedoms and restrict the role of the military in politics.81 The
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FP also began to seek a dialogue with the United States. In 1999, the official
leader of the FP, Recai Kutan, visited Washington to meet with American politicians and Jewish lobby groups.82 The FP revised its discourse and started to
emphasize democracy and the rule of law. In May 1998, Kutan, in a television
interview, emphasized that this revision was the main difference between the
RP and the FP. He explained that the latter stressed the promotion of democracy, human rights, and political freedom. He also stressed that the leaders of
the FP “had learned from their experience in the last couple of years that democracy comes first—without it, nothing else can be accomplished.”83 As Ziya
Öniş points out, the political program of the FP was substantially different from
that of its predecessor, the RP. The RP had possessed a strong anti-EU view,
referred specifically to Islam, stressed religious and social rights, attached importance to the central government, and emphasized the strong economic role
of the state. The FP, however, favored Turkey’s EU membership, referred to
religious rights as part of a broader agenda on democratization, emphasized
individual and human rights, attached importance to decentralization and local
governments, and stressed the market economy and privatization.84
Despite the FP’s democratic discourse, Turkey’s Constitutional Court dissolved the party in 2001, arguing that it had become a standard-bearer against
secularism by defending the right to wear a headscarf at universities and in the
Turkish Parliament. This closure deepened the disagreement between the elders led by Erbakan and the younger generation led by Erdoğan. The elders
were inclined to preserve political Islamism as the normative framework, whereas
the young generation was for democracy. The followers of Erbakan founded the
Saadet (Felicity) Party (SP), whereas those of Erdoğan founded the Adalet ve Kalkınma (Justice and Development) Party (AKP). The discussion about the EU became an important fault line between these two parties.
The SP returned to the anti-EU and antiglobalization discourse. Two factors were influential in this return. First, in 2001, the European Court of Human
Rights rejected Erbakan’s appeal of the Turkish Constitutional Court’s dissolution of the RP and his ban from politics. This meant that international institutions and norms were not real opportunities for Erbakan and his new party.
Second, the younger generation of the Milli Görüş, who were resisting the old
political Islamist normative framework, were gone. The elder generation, led
by Erbakan again, monopolized the Milli Görüş movement. They easily reemphasized political Islamism. In sum, the end of international opportunities
and the return to an intolerant normative framework marked the movement’s
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return to antiglobalizationism, thus supporting my two hypotheses. With its political Islamist discourse, the SP received only 2.5 percent of the national votes
in the elections of 3 November 2002.
The younger generation of the Milli Görüş movement, however, abandoned their political Islamist views. In 2000, the two leaders of the younger generation, Erdoğan and Bülent Arınç, emphasized their pro-democratic ideas in
interviews with Zaman, which was affiliated with the Gülen movement. Erdoğan stressed that he had “internalized democracy,”85 and Arınç declared that
they had no intention of founding an Islamic state.86 A third leading figure,
Abdullah Gül, contributed to that discussion by saying that a religious party
was detrimental to religion itself.87 Additionally, the members of the younger
generation have participated in the above-mentioned Abant Workshops organized by the Gülen movement to discuss issues such as democracy and secularism.88
The AKP has become a leading supporter of Turkey’s membership in the
EU. In 2002, Erdoğan pointed to the EU as the only alternative political project
for Turkey: “We support Turkey’s EU membership for not remaining in a suburb of civilization as a backward country in a changing and globalizing world.”89
In the November 2002 elections, the AKP won 34.3 percent of the national
votes and 363 of 550 seats in the Parliament. Erdoğan visited several European
capitals to ask for support for Turkey’s membership. During his long trip, Erdoğan argued that Turkey’s membership would be the best response to the thesis
of the “clash of civilizations.”90
Why has the AKP developed a pro-globalization perspective? Let me explain this using my two hypotheses. First, it has benefited from international
opportunities. Even after the November 2003 elections, the AKP was still in a
legitimacy crisis. The Turkish establishment was accusing the AKP of hiding
its Islamist agenda. Erdoğan was still banned from politics. Under these circumstances, the party received tremendous support from the EU countries and the
United States. Erdoğan visited almost every member country of the EU, as only
the chairman of a party, but was received as the elected leader of Turkey. Similarly, he met with President George W. Bush in the White House. In these visits,
Erdoğan gained international leverage to solve the domestic legitimacy crisis.
Finally, the Turkish Parliament amended the Constitution to allow Erdoğan to
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participate in politics, and Erdoğan became prime minister. Second, the AKP
rejected political Islamism,91 and identified its normative framework as “conservative democracy.”92 Erdoğan stresses that the AKP is not a part of the Milli
Görüş movement, which is still affiliated with political Islamism.93 In sum, as a
result of international opportunities and the new tolerant normative framework—
conservative democracy—the AKP has developed a pro-globalization view.
The role of the February 28 coup in the transformation of the Milli Görüş
movement has been ardently debated in Turkey. My analysis argues that the
February 28 coup played a role in this transformation by leading Islamic movements to search for alternative international opportunities and to criticize political Islamism. The theoretical implication of this argument is that changes in
the opportunity structures have an impact on the normative frameworks of
movements. Yet, the February 28 coup played only an unintentional and intervening role in the transformation of Islamic movements because different
movements interpreted this coup differently.

Conclusion
The diverse attitudes of Turkish Islamic movements toward globalization depend on two variables: opportunity structures and the normative frameworks
of movements. The Gülen movement and the younger generation of the late
Milli Görüş movement developed positive attitudes toward globalization because they benefited from international opportunities and they had tolerant
normative frameworks (Risale-i Nur and conservative democracy). The Haydar Baş movement, the early Milli Görüş movement, and the elders of the late
Milli Görüş movement developed antiglobalization views because they did not
benefit from international opportunities and had intolerant normative frameworks (religio-nationalism in the first case and political Islamism in the second
and third cases).
The present paper indicated that Islamic movements needed to be analyzed
through the social movement literature, rather than so-called religious essentials. It showed the contextual diversity of Islamic movements in Turkey. Although these movements have shared the same religious heritage (Sunni Islam), they have formed different attitudes. These movements have modified
their discourses according to changing circumstances. In this regard, their attitudes toward globalization and the West are contingent. The contingency of the
91
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relationship between Islamic movements and the West provides us with an optimistic vision for resolving current misunderstandings, prejudices, and conflicts.94 The policy advice of the paper would be that international institutions
should continue to provide opportunities to Islamic movements, which are repressed by their states, in order to integrate these movements into the process
of globalization.
My contributions to the social movement literature are twofold. First, I explained the impact of globalization on domestic and international opportunity
structures. Second, I provided a theoretical framework that combines structural
and agency-based factors, on the one hand, and the impacts of interests and
ideas, on the other. I stressed that opportunity structures are not the only determining factors in social movements. Although Islamic movements exist under similar conditions, they evaluate and perceive opportunity structures
through the lenses of their normative frameworks. On the other hand, the
changes in domestic and international opportunity structures impact the normative frameworks of movements. In sum, both normative frameworks and international opportunity structures shape a movement’s attitude toward globalization, but neither is sufficient on its own. Therefore, analyses of social
movements must have a process-oriented perspective that emphasizes the interaction between opportunity structures and the normative frameworks of
movements.
This paper did not claim to provide an exhaustive analysis of Islamic movements and globalization. Some relevant issues, such as the relationship between
Islamic movements’ understandings of social justice and global capitalism, need
further analysis.95 Additionally, the paper did not touch upon the cultural aspect of globalization. Scholars have discussed whether globalization has implied a Western cultural hegemony.96 The positions of Islamic movements on
this discussion are another subject for future studies.*
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